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Zell's fantasy world has been torn apart by the Chaos War and a new threat has
appeared: The Shadowlord. He is an Elden Lord who has been given the power of the
Void. Weakened and alone, he carries a grudge against the Elden race and vows to
destroy them. The only people who can defeat him are the strongest Elden Lords. In
order to escape this war, he captured the Princess of the Elves and a piece of the Elden
Ring. Now, Zell, a new Elden Lord, is out to rescue the princess and put an end to the
Shadowlord's reign of terror! --- CONTROLS · Movement • Moves your character by
tapping the arrow keys. • When you land, you automatically do an action from your
Active Skill. • Activate the Shield Skill to protect yourself from incoming attacks. · Action
• Actions are activated by tapping the circle icon. • Tap the equip icon to equip or
unequip items, including weapons and armor. • Tap the aim icon to change the
direction of your attack. • Tap the items icon to equip/un-equip items and to access the
inventory screen. · Skill • Tap the skill icon to select a skill. Skills can be leveled up by
learning animations during combat. • In combat, you have the option to use an active
skill. To activate an active skill, tap its icon. • The Active Skill Gauge is displayed as a
blue meter when you have active skills equipped, yellow for a short-ranged active skill,
and green when it is a close-ranged active skill. The Active Skill Gauge disappears when
you use an active skill. CHARACTER SELECTION ・1. Create Your Character (Character
Creation) Select the gender of your character. Female/Male Choose your name, class,
and weapon/armor. New Name Class Weapon Armor (1) Active Skill (2) Minstrel of the
Fire Strings (1) Active Skill (close-ranged) (2) Minstrel of the Fire Strings (1) Active Skill
(long-ranged) (2) Minstrel of the Fire Strings (1) Active Skill (swinging) (2) Minstrel of the
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Jeff "Frankly, this is the best SE game since the first Quake." Omar "It's a title that, as a
fan of SE games, I've waited for since I first played the first C&C. It's the real deal. [...]
whether you're looking for a good, old-fashioned hack and slash, a game based on a
rich story, or a combination of both, The Tarnished Prince can provide." Black "This is
one of the most inspired ideas that have come from the indie sector in a while. I'm
totally into it. Kiren "Though it can get tough, the game is designed in such a way that
you always have a reason to continue playing. [...] The wealth of weapon and ability
customization in The Tarnished Prince stands out a mile, but unfortunately it's not often
used." Brandon "I wanted to like Tarnished Prince, but I couldn't. [...] I think I'd have
been a little more forgiving if this game wasn't called the "Dungeon Siege meets Lords
of the Rings hybrid" and tried to promote that it was much more than that. This game is
really made for people who like Fantasy Hack and Slash games. [...] I'm sad to say that I
gave it a five out of ten based on hype and flawed expectations." James "One of the
best AAA titles to come out in a while. [...] There is so much going on in this game it is
hard to put into words. [...] The entire game is one large land with just about every
corner leading to a new experience. Every time I think I am done exploring I learn about
a new thing that makes me want to go back and find out more. Marco "If you have a set
of good swords and a good brain, The Tarnished Prince is going to be a fantastic
experience. [...] By far, the best hack and slash title I've played in months." Kirk "There
is no other game like this on the market [...] if you're a fan of Hack & Slash RPG's or if
you're looking for a breath of fresh air, then you won't be disappointed." Darren "This is
a game that has it all. [...] There is no shortage of surprises or surprises to be found."
Jeffrey "This game is great bff6bb2d33
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The game features a unique battle system that allows you to freely switch between the
abilities of four classes: Warrior, Thief, Wizard, and Sorcerer. Each class provides a
variety of skills that users can learn to increase their attack power and add special
effects to enemies and allies. [Combat System] The game features a unique battle
system, allowing you to use four classes and gain new skills. The main features of the
battle system are as follows: ・Customizable Movement While in Battle You can
customize how your character moves during battle by selecting the type of movement
from three options: Self, Ally, and Item. ・Full Control of Your Character You gain full
control of your character by using an Arrow Key, allowing you to aim your attack at
enemies and allies. ・High Skill Variety and Your Own Unique Combination of Skills You
gain high skill variety and develop your own unique combination of skills by learning the
skills from 24 classes and 6 subclasses. ● Character Creation / Battle / Unlocked
Classes You can customize the appearance of your character by choosing a class, class
specialization (Skilled, Adept, or Expert), and a race from the following options: Elf,
Human, Djinn, Undead, Lizardfolk, Humans, and Lizardfolk. ・Classes You can choose
from 24 classes and 6 subclasses: Warrior, Thief, Wizard, Sorcerer, Archer, and Melee
Fighter. ・Class Specialization You can add special effects to the battle environment
through four additional subclasses: Skilled, Adept, Expert, and Harbinger. ・Classes –
Special Effects You can choose a subclass and add special effects such as: Deathbloom,
Gravity, Earthquake, and Falling Rain. ・Classes – Skill Combinations You can choose a
subclass and add special effects such as: Arcanite and Phalanx, which give you a power
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surge during the battle. ・Classes – Special Skills You can choose a subclass and add
special skills such as: Purple, which increases the damage of the corresponding special
attack. ・Classes – Subclasses You can choose a subclass and add subclasses, such as:
Hulking Warrior, Assassin, Mystic Blade. [Class Specialization] You can add special
effects by specializing a class to: Skilled, Adept, Expert, and Harbinger. [Skill Tree] ・Skill
Tree You can increase your skills by selecting a skill at the

What's new:

CAST is the highest fantasy-action RPG available on the
iOS platform for a single player. Discover its
breathtaking simplicity and beautiful graphics in this
standard edition with 2 months of additional content, a
beautiful 6-person multiplayer, and an in-game help
button! • Play the Game and It’ll Guide You No
pressure, this game is designed to be simple. Once you
begin the game, you’ll find simple controls, a variety of
characters and scenarios, and a rich world to explore. •
Jump into Battle Whenever Normally, battles start when
you defeat enemies. With the “Over Power” Battle
option, you can attack by pressing the START button
without gaining levels. • Explore a Magical World The
game contains many quests such as “Go Save a
Wearing Princess” and “Save the Djinn” that can only
be handled with the help of God. Furthermore, a variety
of dungeons and events allow you to learn new skills
and defeat powerful enemies.

THERE are a plethora of quests to discover that can
make one quest-master over the other. However, there
are some spells you learn as you progress that are
useful in combat. For example, it is possible to use the
“Cover” spell to protect yourself while you use the
“Dazzling Strike” spell to deal a powerful attack. 

■ Battle Brothers (a fantasy-action RPG on mobile
phones) ■ The ART OF CARNAGE In the world of Lodran,
the town of Cadarn is a place where merchants and
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bandits coexist. *War, Death, and Anger—Tales of an
armed merchant town. Safecracking, blue shields, and
a black-dyed longsword… A life of a bandit and his
companions. 

We hope you enjoy the game! 

If you like CARNAGE, please consider adding BATTLE
BROTHERS to your App list. If you have not yet played
BATTLE BROTHERS, you can download it here: >On
behalf of the studio, 

Watase (Producer) 

* Development Service: sakurahouse.jp/rpglatte

* His Twitter: @RpgLatte
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